1. B Fragment/Run-On Sentences - D
2. B Fragment/Run-On Sentences - D
3. C Fragment/Run-On Sentences - D
4. B Modifiers - A
5. B Modifiers - A
6. C Modifiers - A
7. D Nouns (Possessive/ Plural) - B
8. D Nouns (Possessive/ Plural) - B
9. A Nouns (Possessive/ Plural) - B
10. C Pronouns - C
11. B Pronouns - C
12. D Pronouns - C
13. A Sentence Combining - B
14. A Sentence Combining - B
15. B Sentence Combining - B
16. D Sentence Sequence - D
17. D Sentence Sequence - D
18. C Sentence Sequence - D
20. A Topic Sentence - B
21. D Topic Sentence - B
22. A Transitions - A
23. C Transitions - A
24. B Transitions - A
25. D Usage (Editing) - B
26. B Usage (Editing) - B
27. D Usage (Editing) - B
28. D Usage (Sentence Structure) - B
29. C Usage (Sentence Structure) - B
30. D Usage (Sentence Structure) - B
31. D Proofreading (Mechanics) - D
32. A Proofreading (Mechanics) - D
33. C Proofreading (Mechanics) - D
34. A Punctuation (Proper Usage) - A
35. D Punctuation (Proper Usage) - A
36. C Punctuation (Proper Usage) - A